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Students read Energy Makes It All Go and use the sense-making strategy of synthesizing in order to answer the
Investigation Question: Where do food molecules for plants come from? After thinking about what they already know
about the relationship between energy and food, students use the headings in the book to preview the text. Partners
read and record ideas from the text that they think will help them understand where plants get food molecules. Partners
synthesize the ideas they recorded from the readings, and then together, the whole class synthesizes ideas from the
readings and the Ecosystem Restoration Simulation. This lesson allows students the opportunity to apply their
synthesizing skills to begin to construct a deeper understanding of where the food molecules for plants come from.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: The jaguars, sloths, and cecropia trees in a reforested section of a Costa Rican rain forest are not
growing and thriving.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Plants get food.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Sunlight is energy, not matter.

• Organisms need energy in order to move and grow.

• Plants use energy from sunlight to change water and carbon dioxide into food matter.
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Students are introduced to the book Energy Makes It All Go.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Remind semind studenttudents os of the Inf the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion.

Accept all answers. Students will likely mention sunlight, water, and air (carbon dioxide) as important for plants’ ability
to get food molecules.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the booke the book EEnernergy Makgy Makees It All Gos It All Go..

Accept all answers. Students might remember that sunlight is needed for plants to get food, and they might connect
sunlight to energy. Students might also mention that food matter provides organisms with energy.

33. D. Defineefine enerenergygy.. Post the energy vocabulary card to the classroom wall.

44. Dis. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Energy Makes It All Go to each pair.

55. P. Pairairs prs preevieview the tw the teextxt.. Ask students to take a few moments to preview the book and notice how it is organized.

1
TEACHER-LED DISCUSSION

Preparing to Read

2 3

Preparing to Read
15
MIN

We’re continuing to investigate the question Where do food molecules for plants come from? What were some
ideas you learned from investigating with the Simulation?

You will read a book called Energy Makes It All Go to find out more about how plants get food molecules.

The question we are investigating is about food molecules, and this book is about energy. What do food
molecules have to do with energy? What ideas do you have about this?

Scientists define energy as the ability to make things move or change.

When you look through the table of contents and the pages of the book, what do you notice about the way this
book is organized?
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66. Dis. Discuscuss hos how the book is orw the book is orgganizanized.ed. Call on a few students to share their ideas about what they noticed. [The book
has sections about plants, herbivores, carnivores, omnivores, and decomposers.] Ask students to think about what
they might learn about energy from reading this book.

77. R. Remind semind studenttudents about ss about syntheynthesizing.sizing.

88. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 37, Synthesizing Ideas About Where Plants Get Food
Molecules, in their notebooks and review the directions.

99. R. Reead pad pagagees 4–s 4–7 t7 togogether with the clasether with the classs.. Explain that you will read the first part of the book together. Have students
take turns reading aloud pages 4–7. Remind them to think about where plants get their food molecules.

1100. R. Remind semind studenttudents about rs about rececorording rding releelevvant infant information.ormation.

11. Student11. Students rs rececorord notd noteess.. In the first box on the notebook page, have students record notes about the information on
page 7 of the book. Remind them to record the page number in that first box, too. Point out that there are many pieces
of information that are important and that there is not one right answer—the purpose is to better understand the text
and learn more about plants and food.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
Is sunlight energy or matter? How do you know? This prompt (on page 35 of the Investigation Notebook) will help
students review the ideas they explored in the previous lesson. This prompt also provides you with information about
students’ current understanding about sunlight being energy as well as air and water being matter.

As you know, one way to help yourself understand what you are reading is to synthesize, or connect together,
ideas in order to come to a new understanding.

As you read with your partner, stop every few pages and think about what you just read. Ask yourself What did I
read about where plants get their food molecules? Did I read any information that can help me answer this
question?

In the boxes on the notebook page, record notes about important information you read, along with the page
number on which you found that information.

Let’s look back at the “Even Plants Need Food” section on page 7. Do you see any important ideas about plants
and food that would help us answer the question Where do food molecules for plants come from?
[All living things, including plants, need food. You can’t feed a plant. Plants can’t get energy from nutrients such
as “plant food.”]
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Background

About the BAbout the Book:ook: EEnernergy Makgy Makees It All Gos It All Go
Energy Makes It All Go drives home the idea that nearly all energy on Earth ultimately comes from the sun. This energy
moves through ecosystems as plants make their own food and, in turn, as animals eat plants and other animals.
Organisms use this energy to grow, move, reproduce, and eat. The book explains how plants make food by using energy
from sunlight and how that food may then become part of the bodies of herbivores and omnivores, which may then
become part of the bodies of carnivores and omnivores. The book also introduces decomposers and their role in an
ecosystem and challenges the reader to use what they have learned to think about the classification of a few organisms
that are hard to categorize. Students learn that living things get their energy in different ways, but the source of that
energy is almost always the sun.

Background

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept: Eept: Enernergy and Mattgy and Matter Aer Acrcroosss Chapts Chapter 2er 2
In Chapter 2, students investigate why cecropia trees in the project area aren’t growing and thriving. Students read the
book Energy Makes It All Go as they investigate the question of where food molecules for plants come from. Students
use models to investigate how plants get their food and how energy enters and flows through the ecosystem. Students
learn that, like animals, plants grow by changing food molecules into body molecules that can build their plant bodies
and use some food molecules to release energy for movement and growth. Pointing out that these are examples of the
flow of energy and matter will help students see things through an energy-and-matter lens.

Instructional Suggestion

Student Thinking: WherStudent Thinking: Where Ee Enernergy Cgy Comeomes Fs Frromom
After reading page 4 of the book Energy Makes It All Go together, ask students to pause and think about the question
posed in the book: Where does all this energy come from? Ask students to share their initial ideas with a partner.
Emphasize that as students read, they can pause at each question and discuss it with their partners. Then, students
can continue with their investigative reading. Explain that thinking about what you know about a topic can help you
learn new information from the reading.

Instructional Suggestion

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconceptepts: Making Cs: Making Connections Aonnections Acrcroosss Ss Scienccience Te Topicopicss
Students can use the focal crosscutting concept in the Ecosystem Restoration unit to make connections across science
topics. Ask students to think of another topic or content area (in this grade or in a previous grade) in which they used
the crosscutting concept of Energy and Matter, such as the Waves, Energy, and Information unit. Pose questions like
these to students:

• When we were studying how sound waves travel in grade 4, how was the crosscutting concept of Energy and
Matter useful?

• How is that similar or different to how the crosscutting concept of Energy and Matter is useful in this unit? [In the
Waves, Energy, and Information unit, we investigated how energy travels in a sound wave, while the matter it
travels through only moves a little. In this unit, we are looking at how energy and matter both move through
ecosystems.]
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Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
SSyntheynthesizing Idesizing Ideas About Wheras About Where Plante Plants Get Fs Get Food Moleculeood Moleculess (page 37)

Page 7: You can’t feed a plant. Plants can’t get energy from nutrients.

Page 8: Plants don’t have to eat because they make their own food.

Page 8: One of the gases in air is carbon dioxide, and plants use molecules of carbon dioxide as one of the ingredients
for making their own food. Plants take in the other ingredient with their roots: molecules of water.

Page 8: Using energy from sunlight, plants change the water and carbon dioxide molecules into food matter.

New understanding: Plants make their own food by taking in carbon dioxide and water. Then, plants use energy from
the sun to change the water and carbon dioxide into food matter.

Ecosystem Restoration
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Partners read and record information to help them understand where plants get
food molecules.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Partnerartners rs reead and rad and rececorord ided ideas in their notas in their notebookebookss.. Let students know that they will continue reading the rest of the
book with a partner. Remind them to record (on page 37, Synthesizing Ideas About Where Plants Get Food Molecules, in
their notebooks) ideas related to where plants get food molecules. As students read and record, circulate to provide
support as needed.

2. A2. Aftfter rer reeading, prading, proovide additional time tvide additional time to ro rececorord ided ideasas, if needed., if needed. You may wish to prompt students to go back over
the text after they finish reading and record ideas.

Teacher Support
Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Rececorording Infding Information Dormation During Ruring Reeadingading
Recording ideas, observations, research, and data is an important part of what scientists do. In this lesson, students
record ideas and document where they found those ideas in the text. The purpose of recording ideas during reading is
to capture ideas to be synthesized later in order to help students come to a new understanding about where plants get
their food molecules.

1

2
READING

Partner Reading

3

Partner Reading
30

MIN

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2
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37

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Ecosystem Restoration—Lesson 2.2 

Synthesizing Ideas About Where Plants Get Food Molecules

1. As you read Energy Makes It All Go, think about the question below. 
2. Record information in the boxes that will help you answer the question.
3. After you finish reading, connect ideas together to come up with a new 

understanding that answers the question. 
4. Record your new understanding in the box below the arrow.

Question: Where do food molecules for plants come from?

Page:

Page:

Page:

Page:

New understanding:

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students are introduced to the book Energy Makes It All Go.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Remind semind studenttudents os of the Inf the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion.

Accept all answers. Students will likely mention sunlight, water, and air (carbon dioxide) as important for plants’ ability
to get food molecules.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the booke the book EEnernergy Makgy Makees It All Gos It All Go..

Accept all answers. Students might remember that sunlight is needed for plants to get food, and they might connect
sunlight to energy. Students might also mention that food matter provides organisms with energy.

33. D. Defineefine enerenergygy.. Post the energy vocabulary card to the classroom wall.

44. Dis. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Energy Makes It All Go to each pair.

55. P. Pairairs prs preevieview the tw the teextxt.. Ask students to take a few moments to preview the book and notice how it is organized.

1
TEACHER-LED DISCUSSION

Preparing to Read

2 3

Preparing to Read
15
MIN

Seguimos investigando la pregunta ¿De dónde vienen las moléculas del alimento para las plantas? ¿Cuáles son
algunas ideas que aprendieron al investigar con la Simulación?

Leerán un libro llamado La energía impulsa todo para averiguar más sobre cómo obtienen moléculas del
alimento las plantas.

La pregunta que estamos investigando trata sobre las moléculas del alimento, y este libro trata sobre la energía.
¿Qué tienen que ver las moléculas del alimento con la energía? ¿Qué ideas tienen sobre esto?

Los científicos definen la energía como la capacidad de hacer que las cosas se muevan o cambien.
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66. Dis. Discuscuss hos how the book is orw the book is orgganizanized.ed. Call on a few students to share their ideas about what they noticed. [The book
has sections about plants, herbivores, carnivores, omnivores, and decomposers.] Ask students to think about what
they might learn about energy from reading this book.

77. R. Remind semind studenttudents about ss about syntheynthesizing.sizing.

88. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 37, Synthesizing Ideas About Where Plants Get Food
Molecules, in their notebooks and review the directions.

99. R. Reead pad pagagees 4–s 4–7 t7 togogether with the clasether with the classs.. Explain that you will read the first part of the book together. Have students
take turns reading aloud pages 4–7. Remind them to think about where plants get their food molecules.

1100. R. Remind semind studenttudents about rs about rececorording rding releelevvant infant information.ormation.

11. Student11. Students rs rececorord notd noteess.. In the first box on the notebook page, have students record notes about the information on
page 7 of the book. Remind them to record the page number in that first box, too. Point out that there are many pieces
of information that are important and that there is not one right answer—the purpose is to better understand the text
and learn more about plants and food.

Cuando echan un vistazo a los Contenidos y a las páginas del libro, ¿qué notan sobre la manera en que está
organizado este libro?

Como saben, una manera de ayudarse a entender lo que están leyendo es sintetizar, o conectar, ideas para
adquirir una nueva comprensión.

Mientras leen en parejas, deténganse cada pocas páginas y piensen en lo que acaban de leer. Pregúntense ¿Qué
leí sobre dónde obtienen sus moléculas del alimento las plantas? ¿Leí alguna información que puede ayudarme a
responder esta pregunta?

En los cuadros en la página del cuaderno, apunten notas sobre información importante que lean, junto con el
número de página en el cual encontraron esa información.

Veamos otra vez la sección "Incluso las plantas necesitan alimento" en la página 7. ¿Ven ideas importantes sobre
las plantas y el alimento que nos ayudarían a responder la pregunta ¿De dónde vienen las moléculas del alimento
para las plantas?
[Todos los seres vivientes, incluso las plantas, necesitan alimento. No se puede alimentar a una planta. Las
plantas no pueden obtener energía de nutrientes tales como "alimento para planta"].
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Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
Is sunlight energy or matter? How do you know? This prompt (on page 35 of the Investigation Notebook) will help
students review the ideas they explored in the previous lesson. This prompt also provides you with information about
students’ current understanding about sunlight being energy as well as air and water being matter.

Background

About the BAbout the Book:ook: EEnernergy Makgy Makees It All Gos It All Go
Energy Makes It All Go drives home the idea that nearly all energy on Earth ultimately comes from the sun. This energy
moves through ecosystems as plants make their own food and, in turn, as animals eat plants and other animals.
Organisms use this energy to grow, move, reproduce, and eat. The book explains how plants make food by using energy
from sunlight and how that food may then become part of the bodies of herbivores and omnivores, which may then
become part of the bodies of carnivores and omnivores. The book also introduces decomposers and their role in an
ecosystem and challenges the reader to use what they have learned to think about the classification of a few organisms
that are hard to categorize. Students learn that living things get their energy in different ways, but the source of that
energy is almost always the sun.

Background

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept: Eept: Enernergy and Mattgy and Matter Aer Acrcroosss Chapts Chapter 2er 2
In Chapter 2, students investigate why cecropia trees in the project area aren’t growing and thriving. Students read the
book Energy Makes It All Go as they investigate the question of where food molecules for plants come from. Students
use models to investigate how plants get their food and how energy enters and flows through the ecosystem. Students
learn that, like animals, plants grow by changing food molecules into body molecules that can build their plant bodies
and use some food molecules to release energy for movement and growth. Pointing out that these are examples of the
flow of energy and matter will help students see things through an energy-and-matter lens.

Instructional Suggestion

Student Thinking: WherStudent Thinking: Where Ee Enernergy Cgy Comeomes Fs Frromom
After reading page 4 of the book Energy Makes It All Go together, ask students to pause and think about the question
posed in the book: Where does all this energy come from? Ask students to share their initial ideas with a partner.
Emphasize that as students read, they can pause at each question and discuss it with their partners. Then, students
can continue with their investigative reading. Explain that thinking about what you know about a topic can help you
learn new information from the reading.

Instructional Suggestion

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconceptepts: Making Cs: Making Connections Aonnections Acrcroosss Ss Scienccience Te Topicopicss
Students can use the focal crosscutting concept in the Ecosystem Restoration unit to make connections across science
topics. Ask students to think of another topic or content area (in this grade or in a previous grade) in which they used
the crosscutting concept of Energy and Matter, such as the Waves, Energy, and Information unit. Pose questions like
these to students:

Lesson 2.2
Activity 1
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Possible Responses

• When we were studying how sound waves travel in grade 4, how was the crosscutting concept of Energy and
Matter useful?

• How is that similar or different to how the crosscutting concept of Energy and Matter is useful in this unit? [In the
Waves, Energy, and Information unit, we investigated how energy travels in a sound wave, while the matter it
travels through only moves a little. In this unit, we are looking at how energy and matter both move through
ecosystems.]

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
SSyntheynthesizing Idesizing Ideas About Wheras About Where Plante Plants Get Fs Get Food Moleculeood Moleculess (page 37)

Page 7: You can’t feed a plant. Plants can’t get energy from nutrients.

Page 8: Plants don’t have to eat because they make their own food.

Page 8: One of the gases in air is carbon dioxide, and plants use molecules of carbon dioxide as one of the ingredients
for making their own food. Plants take in the other ingredient with their roots: molecules of water.

Page 8: Using energy from sunlight, plants change the water and carbon dioxide molecules into food matter.

New understanding: Plants make their own food by taking in carbon dioxide and water. Then, plants use energy from
the sun to change the water and carbon dioxide into food matter.

Ecosystem Restoration
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Partners read and record information to help them understand where plants get
food molecules.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Partnerartners rs reead and rad and rececorord ided ideas in their notas in their notebookebookss.. Let students know that they will continue reading the rest of the
book with a partner. Remind them to record (on page 37, Synthesizing Ideas About Where Plants Get Food Molecules, in
their notebooks) ideas related to where plants get food molecules. As students read and record, circulate to provide
support as needed.

2. A2. Aftfter rer reeading, prading, proovide additional time tvide additional time to ro rececorord ided ideasas, if needed., if needed. You may wish to prompt students to go back over
the text after they finish reading and record ideas.

Teacher Support
Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Rececorording Infding Information Dormation During Ruring Reeadingading
Recording ideas, observations, research, and data is an important part of what scientists do. In this lesson, students
record ideas and document where they found those ideas in the text. The purpose of recording ideas during reading is
to capture ideas to be synthesized later in order to help students come to a new understanding about where plants get
their food molecules.

1

2
READING

Partner Reading

3

Partner Reading
30

MIN
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37Restauración de ecosistemas—Lección 2.2

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Sintetizar ideas sobre dónde las plantas  
obtienen las moléculas del alimento

1. A medida que lees La energía impulsa todo, piensa en la pregunta debajo.
2. En los cuadros, apunta información que te ayudará a responder la pregunta.
3. Después de terminar el libro, conecta ideas para llegar a una nueva 

comprensión que responda la pregunta.
4. Apunta tu nueva comprensión en el cuadro debajo de la flecha.

Pregunta: ¿De dónde vienen las moléculas del alimento para las plantas?

Página:

Página:

Página:

Página:

Nueva comprensión:

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
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